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COMPETITION RULES
The Extreme Body Makeover competition starts on Monday, March 

27th, 2023 and ends on Sunday, September 10th, 2023.

To be eligible to enter the competition, you MUST start the shred

on Monday, March 27th, 2023 or after.

No entries BEFORE this date will be accepted.

NEW RULES APPLY TO THIS COMPETITION, SO PLEASE        
READ THE FOLLOWING CAREFULLY:

If you are included in the top 10 finalists, you MUST submit two 

posing videos, one from the start and one from the end of the shred. 

Therefore, everyone intending to enter the competition must record 

a 60 second posing video at the start and end of the shred. 

These will only be submitted if you reach the top 10.

 

https://www.thesculptedvegan.com
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PHOTO ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

BEFORE IMAGES

On Monday, March 27th, 2023, take your before pictures by following      

the steps below. *Please note your face must be visible in all images.

  

Step 1: Choose a plain background to take your pictures, with the light in 

front of you and not behind (so we can see you clearly). 

 

Step 2: Print the BEFORE sign that we email to you on Monday, March 

27th, 2023, or display it on a computer, laptop or smartphone, so it is clearly 

visible. (This sign will also be uploaded into the private Facebook Group). 

Step 3: Either hold the printed sign in one hand or stick to the wall behind 

you or display it on a computer, iPad or handheld device.  

Make sure the sign is in focus in the picture and not a white 

screen. To focus on the screen, simply tap on your viewfinder    

on the sign and your camera when setting up the photo.

If you tap the screen, it will focus on the bright light of

the screen and bring it into focus.

Step 4: Set a timer on your phone or camera to take the photos. After you  

set the timer, then step into position until the photo is taken. Retake if you  

are not happy with it.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/thesculptedveganextremebodymakeover
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Step 5: Take the photos in the following order:

1. Front with arms beside your body 2. Back with arms beside your body

3. Side facing left with arms straight 
out in front

4. Side facing right with arms straight 
out in front 

Step 6: Save the images to your device. DO NOT send them to The Sculpted 

Vegan via social media, email or any other means of communication.

NOTE: The before and after photos must be in the same pose.

DO NOT upload photos of poses such as double biceps or muscle 
poses. Wearing heels in the photos is acceptable if you prefer.
If you would like to purchase a program that teaches you how

to pose for photos, click here.

https://www.thesculptedvegan.com
https://www.thesculptedvegan.com/howtopose/
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VIDEO ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

BEFORE VIDEO

STEP 1: After taking your photos, set up your camera in the same position to 

record a short video. Place it in a position that allows your whole body to be 

seen. Placing it in front of you, at hip or thigh level, is the best angle to show 

off your hard work. The BEFORE sign does not need to be in the video. 

STEP 2: Simply press record, then step into position.

STEP 3: Perform the poses in the following order, holding each pose for 

around 3-5 seconds. (Note - these are exactly the same as the before poses 

for the photographs.)  

1. Front with arms beside your body

2. Side facing right with arms straight out in front

3. Back with arms beside your body 

4. Side facing left with arms straight out in front 

5. Turn back to the front, perform any front pose to finish

CLICK HERE to watch the 60 
second instructional video

Or

CLICK HERE to watch the 
longer tutorial video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hlu7JE9Mcsc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wIyAB2tkNzI&t=5s
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STEP 4: If necessary, crop the start and end of your video. It should be no 

longer than 60 seconds in length (but slightly shorter is also fine).

STEP 5: Save the video to your phone in a safe place. You will NOT submit 

this until the very end of the shred, and ONLY if you reach the top 10. 

POINTS TO CONSIDER:

• Make sure you record a high quality video and not one that has been 
recorded and sent over WhatsApp as this will reduce the quality 
significantly. Low quality video will not show off all the hard work you    
have done.  

• Do not cut off your head. Your full body down to the ankles or feet should 
be visible in the video.

• The video can be recorded in either landscape or portrait mode.

DO NOT perform any other poses such as double biceps or
muscle poses. Wearing heels in the video is entirely optional.

https://www.thesculptedvegan.com
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PHOTO ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

AFTER IMAGES

On Sunday, September 10th, 2023, take your AFTER pictures by following 

the steps below.

Step 1: Choose a plain background to take your pictures, with the light in 

front of you and not behind (so we can see you clearly).  

Step 2: Print the AFTER sign that we email to you on Sunday, September 

10th, 2023. This sign will also be uploaded into the private Facebook 

Group. 

Step 3: Either hold the printed sign in one hand or stick to the wall behind 

you or display it on a computer, iPad or handheld device. 

Step 4: Set a timer on your phone or camera to take the photos. After you  

set the timer, then step into position until the photo is taken. Retake if you  

are not happy with it.

Make sure the sign is in focus in the picture and not a white 

screen. To focus on the screen, simply tap on your viewfinder    

on the sign, on your camera when setting up the photo.

If you  tap the screen, it will focus on the bright light of

the screen and bring it into.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/thesculptedveganextremebodymakeover
https://www.facebook.com/groups/thesculptedveganextremebodymakeover
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Step 5: Take the photos in the following order:

1. Front with arms beside your body 2. Back with arms beside your body

3. Side facing left with arms straight 
out in front

4. Side facing right with arms straight 
out in front 

Step 6: Save the images to your device.

NOTE: The before and after photos must be in the same pose.

DO NOT upload photos of poses such as double biceps or muscle 
poses. Wearing heels in the photos is acceptable if you prefer.
If you would like to purchase a program that teaches you how

to pose for photos, click here.

https://www.thesculptedvegan.com
https://www.thesculptedvegan.com/howtopose/
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If you do not place your photos with the BEFORE on the LEFT 
and the AFTER on the RIGHT, they will not be accepted.

Step 7: Download the app Layout (or another app which enables you to 

place photos side by side) to your iPhone or Smartphone.  Upload both 

photos to the app and place them as per the image below.

Place the BEFORE on the LEFT  

Place the AFTER on the RIGHT

https://apps.apple.com/gb/app/layout-from-instagram/id967351793
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DO NOT send picture collages or multiple images 
in one picture. There should only be 2 images per 

picture:  your before and after, side by side.

 You should upload a total of 4 photos. Front, back and both sides.

If you send a collage of photos in one square, your entry will be.

THIS KIND OF PHOTO WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED:

https://www.thesculptedvegan.com
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Step 8: Upload your images to our website by CLICKING HERE no later than 

MIDNIGHT in your timezone on Monday, September 11th, 2023. 

DO NOT send them directly to The Sculpted Vegan via social media, email       

or any other means of communication.     

        

POINTS TO CONSIDER:     

Make sure you upload high-quality images and not thumbnails. Low-quality 

images will not show off all the hard work that you have done.

Do not cut off your head or place an emoji over your face. Your full body 

down to the ankle should be visible in the photo. It is not necessary to have 

your feet in the photo (unless your feet are particularly shredded ;-))

Once you have uploaded your images, you will receive an automatic response 

on the webpage, thanking you for uploading your entry (see the example 

below). If you did not receive this response on your screen, please upload 

your images again. Please do not email to check if your images were uploaded 

as you will not get a response. 

   

https://www.thesculptedvegan.com/ebm/enter
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Posting your images to the Extreme Body Makeover Facebook group 

and/or social media is optional but recommended so we can cheer you on! 

Kim may also repost your images to her social media accounts if you post 

progress pictures using the hashtag #svextremebodymakeover on your 

Instagram account.

VIDEO ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

AFTER VIDEO

STEP 1: After taking your photos, set up your camera in the same position to 

record a short video. Place it in a position that allows your whole body to be 

seen. Placing it in front of you, at hip or thigh level, is the best angle to show 

off your hard work. The AFTER sign does not need to be in the video.

STEP 2: Simply press record, then step into position.

CLICK HERE to watch the 60 
second instructional video

Or

CLICK HERE to watch the 
longer tutorial video

https://www.thesculptedvegan.com
https://www.facebook.com/groups/thesculptedveganextremebodymakeover
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hlu7JE9Mcsc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wIyAB2tkNzI&t=5s
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STEP 3: Perform the poses in the following order, holding each pose for 

around 3-5 seconds. These are exactly the same as the AFTER poses for the 

photographs.  

1. Front with arms beside your body

2. Side facing right with arms straight out in front

3. Back with arms beside your body 

4. Side facing left with arms straight out in front 

5. Turn back to the front, perform any front pose to finish

STEP 4: If necessary, crop the start and end of your video. It should be no 

longer than 60 seconds in length (but slightly shorter is also fine).

STEP 5: Save the video to your phone in a safe place.

You will ONLY  submit the videos if you reach the top 10.  

POINTS TO CONSIDER:

• Make sure you upload a high quality video and not one that has been 
recorded and sent over Whatsapp as this will reduce the quality 
significantly. Low quality video will not show off all the hard work you    
have done.  

• Do not cut off your head. Your full body down to the ankles or feet should 
be visible in the video.

• The video can be recorded in either landscape or portrait mode.

• Kim may also repost your video to her social media accounts.

DO NOT perform any other poses such as double biceps or
muscle poses. Wearing heels in the video is entirely optional.
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HOW IS THE JUDGING DONE?

A panel of professional judges will decide the top 10 finalists. We will 

announce this on social media and in the Extreme Body Makeover 

Facebook Group on Thursday, September 14th, 2023. When deciding 

the top 10, we will look for the contestants who have made the biggest 

transformation in their body, not necessarily those who are the most “ripped” 

or “shredded”.

THE TOP 10     

If you make it through to the top 10, you will be contacted via email. You will 

then be asked to submit your posing videos, which will account for 50% of the 

judging decision. This is to ensure no cheating or manipulation of the photos. 

The videos must be uploaded to the website using the same link as the 

photo submission, no later than midnight GMT (London time) Thursday, 

September 14th 2023. 

The judges will then decide the winners from the top ten finalists, judging 

both the photos and the videos. Each will account for 50% of the judging. 

The winners will be announced on social media and in the private Facebook 

Group on Monday, September 18th, 2023. The top 10 contestants will 

win cash prizes.

https://www.thesculptedvegan.com
https://www.facebook.com/groups/thesculptedveganextremebodymakeover
https://www.facebook.com/groups/thesculptedveganextremebodymakeover
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THE PRIZES

1st Place - $100,000 

2nd Place - $50,000 

3rd Place - $20,000

4th Place - $10,000 

5th Place - $5,000

6th- 10th - $1,000

THE WINNERS

The winners will be announced publicly on Facebook and Instagram on 

Monday, September 18th, 2023. The cash will be sent to the winners via 

PayPal only, so you must have a Paypal address to receive your prize.

The Sculpted Vegan reserves all rights to change how the prizes are awarded if any entrant is suspected of cheating. Photos are 
monitored closely by our creative team for evidence of photoshopping, and we reserve the right to disqualify the entrant or choose 
a winner by a different means, even if it means changing the distribution of the prize money, in the event one or more persons are 
disqualified from the top 10 finalists. Competing simultaneously in a similar body transformation competition will disqualify you 
from this competition.  

Click here to view the Competition terms and conditions
All other terms and conditions

DISCLOSURE: When you submit photos or videos for this or any 

competition, you are giving The Sculpted Vegan and partners express 

permission to use your photos for promotional purposes. This includes 

re-posts and re-use of these photos in any and all promotional material 

pertaining to this competition or any future competitions as well as 

in any other marketing material.  Even if you do not make the top 10, 

by submitting your photos, videos and name for judging, they may be 

visible by anyone doing a Google search of your name even after the 

competition is over. If you are at all concerned about having your images 

on the internet and/or do not want these photos to be searchable, then 

please do not enter the competition.

https://www.thesculptedvegan.com/competition-terms-and-conditions/
https://www.thesculptedvegan.com/terms-conditions/
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